
Mr Husband 
English Teacher and Buxton HAM.  

When do you do your reading?  

Whenever and wherever I can—there is no such thing 

as a bad time or place for reading. 

What is your favourite book? 

I have favourite books in the plural, and too many to choose from! A couple of the ones I tend to go 
back to are: 
 
The Chernobyl nuclear power plant exploded six months before I was born. For a long time I’ve 
found the history of the disaster both fascinating and shrouded in mystery. Adam Higginbotham 
sets out to explore both the international an human consequences of the disaster from origin to 
outcome, and his haunting prose makes “Midnight in Chernobyl” both a gripping and harrowing 
read - this is non-fiction at its very best.   
 
Terry Pratchett’s books are packed full of satire and humour, warm and cutting in equal measure! 
“Thud!” is the 34th novel in the bestselling Discworld series set on a world very much like our 
own—if our own were to consist of a flat planet balanced on the back of four elephants which stand 
on the back of a giant turtle! “Thud!” follows the (mis)adventures of Commander Sam Vimes and 
the City Watch, and is laugh out loud funny!  

What are you currently reading?  

‘Words of Radiance’ - by Brandon Sanderson 

I think fantasy embodies everything that is brilliant about reading fiction, and ’Words of Radiance’ is 
everything that exceptional fantasy writing should be - complex and conflicted characters, beautiful-
ly realised settings and a subtle interweaving of three gripping narratives. This is the second novel in 
the ‘Stormlight Archives’ - start with ‘The Way of Kings’ before you read this. 
 

‘The Language Lover’s Puzzle Book’ by Alex Bellos 
I love learning about languages and I love puzzles, so this book couldn’t be a better fit! More than 
just a puzzle book, each puzzle teaches you something curious about language and culture. I can 
now count in Manx, say the days of the week in Swahili and, if pushed, talk in silence to an 11th 
century monk. Try this:    
The following eight phrases are in Japanese, transcribed into the Latin alphabet: 
Boru niko  two balls     ashai gohon  five legs 
Tsuna nihon  two ropes           ringo goko  five apples 
Uma nito  two horses                   sara gomai  five plates 
Kami nimai  two sheets of paper  kaba goto  five hippos 
What is the Japanese for nine cumumbers? A) kyuri kyuhon  C) kyuri kyuhiki  
          B) kyuri kyuko   D) kyuri kyuto 

Any advice for young people re: reading habits?  

1) If you’re not enjoying the book you are reading, put it down and go and try something else! 

2) Charity shops and libraries are an avid reader’s best friend… 

3) Read more poetry - “The poet is a liar who always speaks the truth.” Jean Cocteau 

4) Acknowledge the importance of reading - “A book is the only place where you can examine a fragile thought 
without breaking it.” Edward P Morgan 

Insert pic of you reading 

here! 


